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Abstra t

Planning under un ertainty requires the adoption of
assumptions about the urrent and future states of the
world, and the preparation of onditional plans based
on these assumptions. In any realisti domain, however, there will be an exponential explosion in the number of onditional plans required. One approa h to this
problem is to arti ulate a set of s enarios, whi h together are representative of the possible and/or likely
futures. Doing this then reates the hallenge of reasoning a ross the s enarios to de ide a ourse of a tion.
We present an argumentation-based formalism for representing di erent assumptions in a s enario framework
and for reasoning a ross the resulting s enarios.

Introdu tion

Consider an agent operating in some omplex domain,
perhaps a robot with the goal of olle ting and delivering obje ts in a fa tory (Parsons et al. 2000), or a
tele ommuni ations operator onsidering how to best
provide future servi es (M Burney & Parsons 2001 ).
In both these ases, and in many others involving de isions about what to do and how to do it, the de isionmaking entity is fa ed with what is essentially a planning problem|building a plan from a set of options
available to it|but one in whi h the best plan (and indeed the best goal or set of goals, though we will say
little about this matter here) is very dependent upon
not just the initial state of the world, but also on how
the world evolves over time. The plan that is initially
best for the robot may turn out to be sub-optimal when
a orridor is found to be blo ked, and the plan that is
initially best for the tele ommuni ations operator may
turn out to be sub-optimal when global demand for
wireless servi es turns out to fall below proje tions, or
when ompeting te hnologies emerge unexpe tedly.
There are two diÆ ulties involved in identifying a
good plan. First is the problem of dealing with the
fa t that any agent only has approximate knowledge
of the state of the world in whi h it operates. This
an be ta kled by the appli ation of an appropriate unertainty handling formalism, su h as probability theCopyright
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ory, to express the degree of belief that an agent has
in ertain fa ts being true. However, in many important domains, absen e of obje tive data or the presen e of on i ting per eived interests, makes de iding
the quanti ation of un ertainty diÆ ult. Argumentation formalisms have been proposed for the qualitative representation of un ertainty in these ir umstan es (Krause et al. 1995) and have found appli ation
in intelligent systems, for example in medi al and safety
analysis domains (Carbogim, Robertson, & Lee 2000;
Fox & Das 2000).
In (M Burney & Parsons 2000), we proposed a formalism using diale ti al argumentation for representing
and resolving the arguments for and against a laim in
a given domain. This representation was grounded in
spe i philosophies of rational human dis ourse and
was entered on an ele troni spa e for presentation
of arguments, whi h we termed an Agora. In subsequent work (M Burney & Parsons 2001a), we extended
this formalism and showed that it had several desirable properties when used for inferen e and de isionmaking.1 With this apparatus we believe it is possible
to handle the types of un ertainty inherent in the planning problems outlined above. However, doing this, as
with using probability theory in onventional planning
systems, does not deal with a se ond diÆ ulty in planning under un ertainty.
This se ond diÆ ulty is the problem of handling the
onditional nature of plans under un ertainty. Any plan
is built based on a set of assumptions about how the
world will hange (or stay the same) over time, and
linear planners basi ally assume that the initial state of
the world is only hanged by the deterministi a tions of
the planning agent. For a more sophisti ated approa h,
whi h an in orporate both non-determinism of a tions
and the operation of other agents, it is ommon to use
onditional planning,2 where the bran hing stru ture
of the onditional plan overs all the ways in whi h the
world may evolve as time passes, and gives a solution
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One an, of ourse, onsider the poli y solutions
of MDPs and POMDPs as impli it onditional plans
(Boutilier, Dean, & Hanks 1999).

for ea h (Warren 1976; Peot & Smith 1992; Pryor &
Collins 1996). The problem with this approa h is the
sheer number of onditional plans that may need to be
generated, and the subsequent omputational overhead
for even modestly omplex environments.
One response to this omplexity problem is to build
plans for a number of likely or representative s enarios rather than for all possible futures. The notion of
s enario has found most widespread appli ation in business fore asting (S hwartz 1991). In these appli ations
s enarios are usually treated as alternative possible futures, and they typi ally di er a ording to the propositions assumed true in ea h. The di erent impli ations
of ea h s enario are then explored in order to guide the
development and sele tion of business strategy or publi
poli y.
The use of s enario-based reasoning is also found in
s ien e. For instan e, in statisti al me hani s a key
question is the extent to whi h properties of a physial system, su h as its entropy at a given time, depend
on the initial state of the system. Boltzmann (Boltzmann 1872) explored this question by omparing the
given system to a set of other, imaginary systems ea h
having di erent initial onditions; one ould thereby
assess the extent to whi h the property of interest was
independent of the initial system state. In this paper,
we extend our work on diale ti al argumentation to allow reasoning a ross s enarios, providing a qualitative
formalism whi h ould be used for de ision making in
onditional planning appli ations.
The next se tion presents brief summaries of our previous work on Agoras and the omparison of di erent
s enarios, whi h this papers extends. The following se tion then proposes a framework in whi h to ompare the
results of debates on the same topi , but ondu ted under di erent s enario assumptions or inferen e me hanisms. We also explore the formal properties of our
framework. The subsequent se tion presents an example and the last se tion ompares our approa h to related work and dis usses possible future resear h.

Agoras

Agoras and S enarios

In this se tion we brie y summarize the Agora framework for the qualitative representation of un ertainty
presented in (M Burney & Parsons 2000; 2001a). In
this framework, arguments for and against laims are
arti ulated by parti ipants in an ele troni spa e, alled
an Agora. Claims are expressed as formulae in a propositional language, typi ally denoted by lower- ase Greek
letters. By means of de ned lo utions, parti ipants
in the Agora an variously posit, assert, ontest, justify, rebut, under ut, qualify and retra t laims, just as
happens in real dis ourse. For example, a debate parti ipant Pi ould demonstrate her argument A(! )
supporting a laim , an argument to whi h she was
ommitted with strength D , by means of the lo ution:
show arg(Pi : A(! ; D )).

The rules governing the use of ea h permitted lo ution
are expressed in terms of a formal dialogue-game between the parti ipants (Hamblin 1971). We assume
that the Agora parti ipants begin a debate with a set
of agreed fa ts, or assumptions, and a set of inferen e
rules. Be ause we want to model many forms of reasoning, these rules need not be dedu tive and may themselves, in our Agora formulation, be the subje t of debate.
We demonstrated the use of this framework for the
representation of un ertainty by de ning a set of unertainty labels, whi h are assigned to laims on the
basis of the arguments presented for and against them
in the Agora. Essentially, one ould say that laims
have more redibility (and hen e less un ertainty) the
fewer and the weaker are the arguments against them.
While any set of labels ould be so de ned, we drew
on earlier work in argumentation (Krause et al. 1998)
and used the set: fA epted, Probable, Plausible, Supported, Open g, with the elements listed in de reasing
order of ertainty. For example, a laim was regarded
as Probable at a parti ular time if at least one onsistent argument had been presented for it in the Agora by
that time, but no arguments for its negation (rebuttals)
nor for the negation of any of its assumptions (underuts) had been presented by then. We de ned a laim
as well-defended if there was an argument for it and
any rebuttals or under uts were themselves subje t to
ounter-rebuttals or -under uts. A epted laims were
de ned as those whi h are well-defended.
We then de ned the truth valuation of a laim  at
time t , denoted vt (), to be 1 if  had the label A epted at this time, otherwise it was 0. Su h a valuation
summarizes the knowledge of the ommunity of parti ipants at the parti ular time, sin e it in orporates, via
the de nitions of the labels, all the arguments for and
against  arti ulated to that time. Consequently, assessing the truth-status of a laim at a parti ular time
an be viewed as taking a snapshot of an Agora debate. Of ourse, be ause these de nitions are timedependent, and arguments may be arti ulated in the
Agora at any time, su h an assignment of un ertainty
labels and truth valuation must be defeasible.
In using the Agora framework to represent un ertainty, attention will fo us on the truth valuation fun tion over the long-run.3 The sequen e (vt () j t =
1; 2; : : :) may or may not onverge as t ! 1. Suppose that it does onverge to a nite limit, and denote
its limit value by v1 (). What will the value of a snapshot taken at time t tell us about this in nite limit
value? Of ourse, any nite snapshot risks being overtaken by subsequent events, su h as new and relevant
information being be oming known to the parti ipants,
or new arguments being presented. Thus, we annot infer with omplete a ura y from the nite snapshot to
3
Stri tly, we are assuming throughout that time in the
Agora is dis rete, and an be represented by a set isomorphi
to the positive integers.

the in nite value. However, we have shown that, under
ertain onditions, we an pla e a bound on the likelihood that su h an inferen e is in error (M Burney &
Parsons 2001a). The onditions essentially require that:
(a) the snapshot is taken at a time after ommen ement
suÆ ient for all the arguments using the initial information to be presented, and (b) there is a bound on
the probability that new information arises following
the snapshot. This result is proved as Proposition 7
of (M Burney & Parsons 2001a), whi h we reprodu e
here.
First, some notation. We write LE for the statement: \The fun tion vt () onverges to a nite limit
as t ! 1." Also, we write Xt ; for the statement:

\New information relevant to  be omes known to an
Agora parti ipant after time t." In general, at any time
s , we do not know whether new eviden e will be ome
available to Agora parti ipants at a later time t or not.
Consequently, the variables Xt ; , for t not in the past,

represent un ertain events. Also un ertain for the same
reason are statements on erning the future values of
vt () for any . Be ause these events are un ertain,
we assume the existen e of a probability fun tion over
them, i.e. a real-valued measure fun tion mapping to
[0; 1℄ whi h satis es the axioms of probability. We thus
write Pr for a probability fun tion de ned over statements of the form Xt ; and statements on erning the
values of vt (), for any given formula .
Proposition 1: (Proposition 7 of (M Burney & Parsons 2001a)) Let  be a w and suppose that all argu-

ments pertaining to  and using the information available at ommen ement are arti ulated by parti ipants
by some time s > 0. Suppose further that vt () = 1
for some tm  s. Also, assume that Pr (Xt ; )  , for
some  2 [0; 1℄. Then the following inequalities hold:
(a) Pr (LE and v1 () = 1 j vt () = 1)  1  and
2
(b) Pr (LE and v1 () = 0 j vt () = 1)  :
m

m

m

m

As with the standard pro edures for statisti al hypothesis testing, this proposition provides us with some
on den e in our use of nite snapshots to make inferen es about the long-run truth-valuation fun tion for a
debate. While su h inferen e is not dedu tively valid,
at least its likelihood of error may be bounded. We next
onsider the notion of a S enario.

S enarios
The framework we have just outlined provides a means
to represent the diverse arguments that may arise from
a given set of assumptions, and using a given set of inferen e rules (dedu tive or otherwise). If we were to
start with a di erent set of assumptions, and/or permit
the use of a di erent set of inferen e rules, the arguments presented in the Agora may well be di erent.
As a result, the un ertainty labels and truth values assigned to formulae may well also be di erent, both when
taken at nite snapshots and in the limit. In (M Burney & Parsons 2001b), we de ned ea h ombination of
assumptions and inferen e rules as a s enario:

De nition 1: A S enario for a given domain onsists
of a set of assumptions and a set of inferen e rules, with
whi h parti ipants are equipped at the ommen ement
of an Agora debate over formulae in that domain. We
denote s enarios for a given domain by S 1 ; S 2 ; : : :, et .
For ea h s enario, S i , an Agora debate undertaken with
the assumptions and inferen e rules of that s enario, is
said to be the asso iated Agora, denoted Ai . We assume only one Agora debate is ondu ted in asso iation
with any s enario.

In this paper, we will be assuming that all s enarios, and all the resulting Agora debates, relate to the
same planning domain. For this domain, suppose we
are interested in a parti ular proposition . We imagine we have a number of s enarios in parallel, ea h with
a di erent set of starting assumptions and possibly also
di erent inferen e me hanisms. We now allow the asso iated Agora debates to pro eed up to a ertain time
t , when we take a nite snapshot of ea h debate. It
would be expe ted that the truth status of  would be
di erent under di erent s enarios. Not only are the assumptions and inferen e me hanisms di erent, but not
all arguments may have been presented to ea h Agora
debate at the time of the snapshot. We are thus fa ed
with the question: Given these di erent truth assign-

ments under di erent s enarios, what overall truth-label
should be assigned to ? Our problem is thus one of

aggregation a ross multiple s enarios, and we present a
method for doing this below. We permit s enarios to be
weighted di erentially, for example, a ording to their
relative importan e, their likelihood, or their feasibility,
et . However, to aggregate results arising from multiple
s enarios, we need to ensure that ea h distin t s enario
is only ounted on e, i.e. that no \double- ounting" of
s enarios takes pla e. In other words, we need a means
to de ide whether two s enarios are the same or not.
In (M Burney & Parsons 2001b), we proposed a de ision rule for determining whether two s enarios were
distin t or not. We do not repeat the rule here, but
simply assume that su h a rule exists; onsequently, we
assume that any two s enarios may be assessed to be
distin t or non-distin t.

De nition 2: An Ensemble S is a nite olle tion of

distin t S enarios
domain.

fS

1

S g relating to a

;:::; m

ommon

We have adopted this terminology following its use
in statisti al me hani s by Gibbs (Gibbs 1902), who
formalized Boltzmann's (Boltzmann 1872) notion of
a possibly-in nite olle tion of hypotheti al systems
varying in their initial states; Gibbs' term is now standard in statisti al me hani s (Gallavotti 1999).

Aggregating a ross S enarios

Diale ti al status and measures of support

Assuming we are only dealing with distin t s enarios,
in this se tion we present a formalism for onsidering
laims a ross multiple s enarios. We assume we have an
ensemble S = fS 1 ; S 2 ; : : : ; S m g of m distin t s enarios,

ea h S i with an asso iated Agora debate Ai . As before, we are interested in the diale ti al-argumentation
status of a formula  in the domain, but a ross all m
debates of the ensemble, not simply in one debate. We
assume that at ea h time t , asso iated with ea h s enario S i is a real-number, ati 2 [0; 1℄, alled its s enario weight. We all a~t = (at1 ; at2 ; : : : ; atm ) the ensemble weights ve tor at time t . We assume that the
sum of the weights is onstant for all t . If the weights
are probabilities, this onstant sum will be unity. Note
that although we have allowed the weights to vary with
time, we assume that their assignment to s enarios at
any time t is independent of the diale ti al status of
propositions in the orresponding debates at t ; in other
words, the weights are assigned without knowledge of
the arguments presented for and against laims in the
debates.
What interpretation we give this measure depends
upon the meanings applied to the logi al language, to
the ensemble, its s enarios and their weights, and to arguments for laims in the orresponding Agora debates.
Several interpretations are possible, e.g.:







The assumptions and laims may represent obje ts in
the physi al world, and the inferen e rules physi al
manipulations of these obje ts, su h as a tual onstru tion of new obje ts from existing ones. S enarios
an thus be interpreted as di erent sets of resour ing
assumptions, with laims being well-defended in an
Agora debate when the obje ts they represent are
able to be onstru ted with the assumed resour es.
In this interpretation, the ensemble weights may be
the relative osts or bene ts of di erent resour es, or
their likelihoods of o uren e.
The s enarios may represent alternative sets of rules
of pro edure for intera tion between a group of parti ipants, for example in a legal domain or in automated negotiation. Here the rules of inferen e represent di erent allowable modes of reasoning, su h as
reasoning by analogy or from authority. The ensemble weights may represent the extent of omplian e
with some set of prin iples of rational dis ourse, e.g.
(Hit h o k 1991), or with some normative e onomi
theory.
The s enarios ould represent di erent des riptions
of some un ertain domain, for example di erent s ienti theories, with propositions being statements
about the domain, and the inferen e rules representing di erent ausal me hanisms. The ensemble
weights ould be relative likelihoods of o urren e,
or valuations of relative onsequen e or utility.

Ea h of these interpretations may be appropriate for
parti ular planning domains. For example, the rst interpretation may be appropriate for roboti planning
when the robots are un ertain of their own resour es
and apabilities. In this ase, if the s enarios are mutually ex lusive and omprehensive of the possible outomes of the domain, then it would be reasonable to

assume that the ensemble weights, whether they be relative osts or relative likelihoods of o urren e, to sum
to unity a ross the m s enarios.
Arguments presented for and against a laim  in an
Agora debate Ai are presented at dis rete time-points.
Therefore, at any one time-point, t , various situations
are possible regarding the arguments for . We an onsider four su h situations, whi h together are mutuallyex lusive and exhaustive: (a) At time t , no arguments
have been arti ulated for ; (b) At time t , arguments
have been arti ulated for , but no rebuttals or underuts have yet been presented; ( ) At time t , arguments
have been arti ulated for , and these have been rebutted or under ut; (d) At time t , arguments have been
arti ulated for , for whi h rebuttals or under uts have
been presented, but these have themselves fa ed rebuttals or under uts, i.e.  is well-defended.
In any one s enario debate, of ourse, arguments may
be presented for both  and for :, and, indeed, it is
possible for both to be well-defended simultaneously.
In assessing the strength of our belief in an un ertain
proposition , we usually take into a ount arguments
for and against the proposition, along with arguments
for and against its negation. In our formalism, therefore, we have ombined the four possible diale ti al argumentation situations for  with the equivalent four
situations for : in all possible ombinations; this gives
sixteen mutually-ex lusive and exhaustive diale ti al
states. We now list these in in reasing order of support for , with ea h group of four states orresponding to one of the situations just listed, and the status
of : y ling through the same list of four situations
within ea h group. For subsequent referen e, we label
the states 1; : : : ; 16, and for reasons of spa e we present
only some of these:
1: At time t , no arguments have been arti ulated for
, and : is well-defended.
2: At time t , no arguments have been arti ulated for
, and arguments have been arti ulated for : whi h
have also been rebutted or under ut.
3: At time t , no arguments have been arti ulated for
, and arguments have been arti ulated for : whi h
have not yet been rebutted or under ut.
4: At time t , no arguments have been arti ulated for ,
and no arguments have yet been arti ulated for :.
5: At time t , arguments have been arti ulated for ,
but these have not yet been rebutted or under ut,
and : is well-defended.
6: At time t , arguments have been arti ulated for ,
but these have not yet been rebutted or under ut,
and arguments have been arti ulated for : whi h
have also been rebutted or under ut.
..
.
At time t ,  is well-defended, and no arguments
have yet been arti ulated for :.

16:

We refer to the numeri labels as diale ti al status labels.
Note that the order in whi h these states are listed,
although in reasing in the degree of support for , is
not de reasing in support for :. We now de ne a
set of sixteen diale ti al status fun tions vdi ;t (:) whi h
together hara terize the status of the arguments for 
in Agora debate i at time t , as follows:
De nition 3: Given an ensemble S = fS i ji =
1; : : : ; m g, a time t and a laim , the d -th diale tial status valuation vdi ;t () takes the value 1 pre isely

when  is assigned the status label d at time t in Agora
debate i, and zero otherwise, for d = 1; 2; : : : ; 16 and
i = 1; 2; : : : ; m.

Given this fun tion, an obvious question is to what
extent does a laim have d -level support a ross all the
s enarios in the ensemble. Be ause we have weighted
the s enarios by the ensemble weights ve tor a~ , it makes
sense to weight the answer to this question also.

De nition 4: At a given time t and for diale ti al

status label d = 1; 2; : : : ; 16, the d -Support Fun tion
Ed ;t (:) on the spa e of formulae is de ned as:
Ed ;t () =

P

m
i i
i =1 at vd ;t ()
:
m
i
i =1 at

P

We say that Ed ;t () represents the (weighted) d level support for  at t , and we all E~t () =
(E1;t (); E2;t (); : : : ; E16;t ()) the S -Support Ve tor for
 at time t . We next dis uss the properties of these
support fun tions.

Properties of support fun tions

The S -Support Ve tor shows the weighted diale ti al
status of  at time t , a ross the m debates ondu ted
under the s enarios in the ensemble S . We have the
following properties:

Proposition 2: Given an ensemble S , for any time

t and laim , and for all diale ti al status labels d =

1; 2; : : : ; 16, the d-Support Fun tions satisfy:
1. 0  Ed ;t ()  1

P

2. 16
d =1 Ed ;t () = 1
3. Ed ;t () = Ek ;t (:), where k = 20
with [x ℄ the integer part of x.

4d + 15[ d 4 1 ℄,

Proof. The rst two properties follow immediately

from the de nition of the d -Support Fun tions. The
third property follows from the fa t the diale ti al
status labels, although listed in order of in reasing
strength for , ould be readily re-arranged in inreasing order of strength for :. This would result
in the sixteen ategories being pla ed in the order:
16; 12; 8; 4; 15; 11; 7; 3; 14; 10; 6; 2; 13; 9; 5; 1.
The required re-arrangement sends the d -th ategory to the
k -th ategory, where k = 20 4d + 15[ d 4 1 ℄, with [x ℄
the integer part of x .
2

Note that these properties hold even when the ensemble weights are not probabilities, e.g. even if the weights
do not sum to unity. Property 3 arises from the manner in whi h we have de ned the 16 diale ti al status
ategories for , de nitions whi h in lude statements of
the status of both  and :. As a onsequen e, it is not
ne essarily the ase that Ed ;t ()+ Ed ;t (:) = 1. For, by
property 3, the left-hand side of this equation is equal
to: Ed ;t () + Ek ;t (:), where k = 20 4d + 15[ d 4 1 ℄.
If this sum is equal to 1 for some d , then, by Property
2, we must have El ;t () = 0 for all l 6= d ; k . This will
only o ur if there are either no s enarios in whi h 
is l -supported, or when the weights assigned to su h
s enarios are ea h zero.
The ve tor E~t () = (E1;t (); : : : ; E16;t ()) des ribes
the diale ti al status of a laim  at time t a ross the m
s enarios in the ensemble S . If we were to plot these 16
values as a histogram, with the values d = 1; 2; : : : ; 16
along the horizontal axis, and the value of Ed ;t () along
the verti al, we would have a fun tion with the appearan e of a probability distribution over the values of d
at time t . With this perspe tive in mind, an obvious
question is how an we summarize this information. In
other words, given these 16 values, what single value
provides a summary of the diale ti al status of  a ross
the m s enario debates at time t ? There are a number
of alternatives:
Mode: The most ommon value(s), i.e. d^mode ;t =
arg maxd =1(1)16 Ed ;t ().
Median: The value(s) of d around whi h the E-mass
is most evenly distributed, i.e.

d^median ;t = arg

P

min

k =1(1)16

j

XE

k

1

d =1

d ;t ()

X
16

d =k +1

Ed ;t ()j

The average value of d , i.e. d^mean ;t =
Ed ;t ()d .
As with any statisti al estimation, whi h of these estimators is most appropriate will depend upon the appli ation. And like all summary statisti s, these estimators potentially eliminate or obs ure important information. If there are relatively large values of Ed ;t ()
for both small and large values of d , then there are
highly-weighted s enarios in the ensemble where  has
strong support and others where it does not. What will
be important in su h a ase will be identifying the differen es between these s enarios. In other words, there
is no reasons to believe that the ve tor E~t (), onsidered as a probability distribution over the values of d
at time t , will be well-behaved. Its mass may be distributed unevenly (skewness), it may be multi-modal,
and/or it may exhibit peakedness and large mass in the
tails (kurtosis). Moreover, there is also no reason why
su h properties should not persist as t in reases: in
general, we may expe t that di eren es in the s enario
assumptions or inferen e me hanisms would lead to differential impa ts in the orresponding Agora debates,
Mean:

16
d =1

and that these Agora di eren es would persist, rather
than disappear, over the long run, if the s enarios in an
ensemble remain distin t.
Let us assume, then, that su h di erential impa ts
may persist a ross the m Agora debates. However,
within ea h debate, assume that the arguments
regarding some laim  eventually \stabilize" over
the long-run; i.e. that ea h of the md diale ti al
status values, vdi ;t (), onverges to a nite limit as
t ! 1. Denote this limit by vdi ;1 (). Now, at
ea h time t , we an al ulate the S -support ve tor E~t () = (E1;t (); : : : ; E16;t ()) from the values
fvdi ;t ()jd = 1; : : : ; 16 and i = 1; : : : ; m g. Will the
values of this ve tor also onverge to a nite limit as
t ! 1? We next show that this is the ase, provided
the ensemble weights a~t = (at1 ; : : : ; atm ) also onverge
with t .

Proposition 3: Suppose S = fS i ji = 1; : : : ; m g is

an ensemble, with weights a~t = (at1 ; : : : ; atm ). Assume a~t onverges to a ve tor of nite limits a~1 =
1
m ), as t ! 1. Assume further that, for
(a1
; : : : ; a1
d = 1; : : : ; 16, ea h d-th diale ti al status value, vdi ;t (),
onverges to a nite limit, vdi ;1 (), as t ! 1. Then,
ea h d-Support Fun tion, Ed ;t () also onverges to a
nite limit as t ! 1, and this limit is:
Ed ;1 () =

P

m
i i
i =1 a1 vd ;1 ()
:
m
i
i =1 a1

P

Proof. For simpli ity of notation, we omit the argu-

ment . Suppose the sequen e (Ed ;t j t = 1; 2; : : :) does
not onverge, as t ! 1. Then, there exists Æ 2 (0; 1℄
su h that 8t ; 9s > t with jEd ;t Ed ;s j  Æ . Repla ing
the support fun tions with their de nitions gives:

j
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Similarly, we have onvergen e of the three estimators
mentioned above:

Proposition 4: Under the same assumptions as for

Proposition 3, the mean, median and mode estimators
de ned above also onverge to nite limits as t ! 1.

Proof. By reasoning similar to that for the proof of

2

Proposition 3.

We de ned the diale ti al status valuation fun tions

vdi ;t (:) and the d -Support Fun tions Ed ;t (:) in terms of

the 16 ategories we identi ed for the diale ti al argumentation status of a laim. Our ategories were motivated by our intuitions regarding arguments and the
relationships between them, and the ir umstan es under whi h di erent diale ti al relationships onstitute
greater or lesser support for a laim. However, these
ategories were not essential to our subsequent de nitions. Indeed, any mutually-ex lusive and exhaustive partition of the spa e of possible arguments ould
have been used for our valuation and support fun tions.
Thus, our framework is quite general, permitting a diversity of instantiations a ording to di erent intuitions
and obje tives.

Example

Choose  2 (0; minfÆ a ; 1g). Now, both the ensemble
weights aki and the diale ti al status values vdi ;k onverge as k ! 1. Hen e, we an hoose ti so that
jati aki j < m , 8k > ti . Let u1 = maxft1; : : : ; tm g.
Likewise, we an also hoose si so that jvdi ;s vdi ;k j < ,
8k > si . Let u2 = maxfs1 ; : : : ; sm g. But  < 1 and the
status values vdi ;k are zero-one variables; so we must
have either vdi ;u2 = vdi ;k = 0 or vdi ;u2 = vdi ;k = 1, for
ea h i . Now hoose t  max(u1 ; u2 ). Consequently, 9s
with:

Xa v
Æa < j

X (a

This ontradi ts our hoi e of  and so our initial
assumption of non- onvergen e of the d -Support
fun tions must be false. A similar argument shows
that the in nite limit value for ea h sequen e
(Ed ;t ()jt = 1; 2; : : :) of d -Support Fun tions is that
expressed in the statement of the proposition.
2

j

Re all that the weights sum to a onstant, say a , a ross
all time-values, and so:

j

j

asi vdi ;s )j

Given spa e limitations, our example is very simpli ed,
illustrating only the ore aggregation idea and not the
appli ation to onditional planning. We onsider the
situation fa ing an intending operator of global mobile
satellite-based tele ommuni ations servi es (GMSS) in
1990 (M Burney & Parsons 2001 ). Demand for these
servi es was predi ted to depend heavily on the extent to whi h terrestrial mobile ommuni ations servi es would expand, both in terms of ustomer numbers
and the geographi area under overage. One ould
imagine a number of s enarios for the future, under
ea h of whi h there would be arguments for and against
the laim that demand for GMSS would be large. We
onsider the following ensemble, with arguments arti ulated at time t as indi ated:
Terrestrial mobile servi es expand rapidly
and ustomers wish to use their phone everywhere.
Argument: Large numbers of terrestrial ustomers
leads to high demand for GMSS outside terrestrial
overage.

S enario 1:

Terrestrial mobile servi es expand rapidly
and ustomers are happy with the terrestrial overage. Arguments: 1. Large numbers of terrestrial
ustomers leads to high demand for GMSS outside
terrestrial overage. 2. However, large geographi
overage for terrestrial servi es leads to lower demand
for GMSS, as most areas have terrestrial overage.
enario 3: Terrestrial mobile servi es do not expand.
Argument: Small geographi overage means high demand for GMSS.

S enario 2:

S

Let  be the laim: \GMSS experien es high demand." In ea h S enario, we have an argument for
 at time t . In S enario 2, however, we also have

an argument against , but this ounter-argument is
not itself ountered by this time. Thus,  is welldefended only in S enarios 1 and 3 at time t , and in
neither s enario have arguments yet been presented for
: at this time. Now, re all that s enario weights are
assigned independently of the arguments under ea h,
and assume this ensemble is assigned the weights ve tor (0:7; 0:7; 0:3) at time t . We ould therefore alulate the 16-Support Fun tion for  at t as follows:
E16;t () = (0:7 + 0:3)=(0:7 + 0:7 + 0:3) = 0:59. This
value is the weighted mass of the ensemble in whi h 
has the strongest position, i.e. where  is well-defended
and where no arguments have yet been arti ulated for
:. This example has not illustrated the working of
the argumentation apparatus within the Agora debates
under ea h s enario, but has simply shown the basi
me hanism for aggregation a ross s enarios.4

Dis ussion

Building on prior work using diale ti al argumentation
as a qualitative representation of un ertainty, we have
presented an argumentation-based formalism for reasoning a ross multiple future s enarios. Our formalism
provides a basis for the omparison of di erent plans,
when these are onditional on assumptions about the
urrent or future states of the world. The state-spa e
explosion problem pre ludes the omplete arti ulation
and omparison of all possible onditional plans in any
realisti domain. Instead, a resour e- onstrained planner may reason only about a subset of all the plans
possible, by onsidering only some of the possible futures. Our formalism enables a planner to group future
states with ommon assumptions into a bundle alled
a s enario, and then to reason a ross a olle tion of
s enarios in a oherent manner.
Our previous work had arti ulated a set of dialoguegame rules for the ondu t of debates over s ienti
or other domains, drawing on theories of rational human dis ourse (M Burney & Parsons 2000; 2001a). We
4
For the re ord, in reality the very high growth of terrestrial mobile servi es witnessed worldwide over the last
de ade did not lead to high demand for GMSS, a fa t whi h
ontributed to the business failures of the main intending
GMSS providers, Iridium, ICO and Globalstar.

had also previously de ned s enarios in terms of the assumptions and inferen e me hanisms available to parti ipants in su h debates, and proposed a de ision rule
to assess whether two given s enarios are distin t or
not (M Burney & Parsons 2001b). With su h a de ision rule, we are able to ensure that any pro edure for
aggregation a ross s enarios ounts only distin t s enarios. In this paper, we have proposed a ve tor measure
of the degree of support generated for a laim at a given
time in a nite olle tion of debates ondu ted under
di erent s enarios. This ve tor assesses the weighted
proportion of s enarios in whi h the laim is supported
at that time, for di erent degrees of support. We have
explored some of the properties of this ve tor measure,
and have found suÆ ient onditions for its onvergen e
to nite values, as time in reases to in nity. These onditions in lude the requirement that the debates under
ea h s enario individually stabilize in their degree of
support for the laim in question, even though there
may be great di eren es from one debate to another.
It is possible to view the di erent s enarios as different possible world-states, and to view the weight atta hed to ea h s enario as the probability of its o urren e. This is one interpretation of the BoltzmannGibbs notion of ensemble in statisti al me hani s,
whi h is why we adopted this terminology for our olle tions of s enarios. Under this interpretation of our
framework, assessment of the weighted degree of argumentation support for a laim a ross all s enarios is
analogous to assessment of the \probability of provability" of the laim (Pearl 1988). In our framework, \provability" of a laim orresponds to saying the laim \has

a de ned degree of argumentation support in an Agora
debate ondu ted under some s enario", and \probability" orresponds to \the relative weight of the s enarios
ontained in some ensemble in whi h this is the ase,"

given an ensemble weighting. Similarly, our approa h
may be seen as an argumentation analog of the Ents
model of belief of Paris and Ven ovska (Paris & Venovska 1993), in whi h an agent's belief in a laim is
determined by imagining possible worlds in whi h the
laim is de ided, either true or false, and then setting
its belief in the laim equal to the proportion of possible
worlds in whi h the laim is true.
There are several possible extensions to the work presented here. Firstly, it will be valuable to implement
our framework in onjun tion with a onditional planning algorithm, su h as CNLP (Peot & Smith 1992) or
Cassandra (Pryor & Collins 1996). Se ondly, we have
assumed that s enarios are based on di erent sets of
assumptions on erning beliefs and inferen e rules, but
we have not dis ussed how su h assumptions should be
made. This issue is related to the problem of sele tion of
ontingen ies in onditional planning (Onder & Polla k
1996). Finally, our de nition of the strength of support for a laim assesses this status within ea h Agora
debate and then aggregates a ross all the debates. Alternatively, assessment pro edures ould s an a ross all
s enarios initially, before aggregation. For example, a

laim may be de ned as having the strongest support
if an argument for it is well-defended in at least one
debate, and if arguments presented for it in other debates where it not well-defended fa e no atta kers or
rebuttals.
We are grateful for partial funding re eived from the British Engineering and Physi al S ien es Resear h Coun il (EPSRC) under grant
GR/L84117 and a PhD studentship.
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